Arterial tortuosity syndrome–A case report from Iran

Abstract

Introduction: Arterial tortuosity syndrome (ATS), an autosomal recessive rare connective tissue disorder characterized by tortuosity, elongation and stenosis in the large and medium sized arteries. It manifestations include vascular and nonvascular connective tissue related symptoms. In this literature we describe the first cases of ATS from Iran.

Case report: A six-months-old female was presented with a heart murmur in the right upper sternal edge that was followed up for diaphragmatic hernia repair. Positive sign include right axis deviation in electrocardiography (ECG), abnormal long and tortuous aortic arch with tortuosity of its branches in angiography, increased right ventricular pressure up to 60 mmHg and slight right ventricular hypertrophy with severe stenosis of pulmonary artery bifurcation.

Conclusions: ATS does not present with a unique set of clinical features and its manifestations depend on the mutation type. The most common presentation is tortuous artery and more report of this rare case can help to better diagnosis of ATS.
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Introduction

Arterial tortuosity syndrome (ATS) is an autosomal recessive rare connective tissue disorder characterized by tortuosity, elongation and stenosis, of large and medium sized arteries [1]. ATS is caused by mutations in SLC2A10 gene and may cause defect of collagen structure, fragmentation of the internal elastic lamina of vessel walls, defects in the extracellular matrix, twisting and lengthening of the arteries. Of course, 17 SCL2A10 mutations have been reported in some studies [2, 3]. It manifestations include vascular and nonvascular connective tissue related symptoms like hyper extensible skin (even cutis laxa), joint laxity and hypermobility, arachnodactyly, hernia, skeletal abnormalities, pulmonary artery stenosis and pulmonary hypertension [1, 2, 4, 5]. Also ventricular hypertrophy may be seen frequently. Most patients have a large face with micrognathia [5]. The first case was describe by Ertugrul, in 1967 and then many cases of this disease have been reported but the exact nature of ATS is unknown [5, 6]. We didn’t find any case report of ATS from Iran in our search and the report of this rare case can help to better diagnosis of various aspects of it in our country.

Case presentation

A six-months-old female is the firstborn from non-consanguineous unaffected parents. She was born by normal vaginal delivery and birth weight was 2800 gr. At two months old, she had hernioplasty for bilateral congenital inguinal hernia without post-surgery complications.
After 3 months, the child was admitted with recurrent episodes of vomiting and respect to history of previous hernioplasty, work up for rule out intestinal obstruction was done. Chest radiography revealed a left diaphragmatic hernia.

After rule out the similar disease (such as eventration by Computed Tomography (CT) Scan and Ultrasonography) she underwent surgical repair. Surgery was done success-fully without any complications but in post-surgery fallow up the surgeon found a heart murmur especially in the right upper sternal edge.

Cardiovascular investigation by a pediatric cardiologist revealed the grade II/IV ejection systolic murmur in left upper sternal border especially at the pulmonary valve area. Peripheral pulse and blood pressure were normal. The size of heart and both lungs vascular shadow were normal in chest radiograph. In ECG, the axis of heart was right deviated and there weren’t ventricular hypertrophy.

Echocardiography of child was poor view but the stenosis of pulmonary artery bifurcation and abnormally high aortic arch without narrowing were detected. Estimated Gradient of pulmonary bifurcation stenosis was 40 mmHg. Both systolic and diastolic ventricular function was normal.

CT-angiography did not show perfect image therefore angiography was done. Although different catheters sizes were tried process lasted due to difficulties in obtaining appropriate arterial and venous lines. All medium and large size arteries were tortuous that in peripheral branches of femoral and head and neck were clearer. All pressure and arterial oxygen saturation were normal and there weren’t any abnormal gradient in left pathway. Left ventricular and aortic root angiography revealed an abnormal long and tortuous aortic arch with tortuosity of its branches includes brachiocephalic artery, left subclavian and carotid arteries (fig 1, 2).

Right oxygen saturation was normal but the right ventricular pressure was increased to 60 mmHg. The pressure between pulmonary trunk and it right and left branches was 40 mmHg. There was a slight right ventricular hypertrophy with severe stenosis of pulmonary artery bifurcation site (peripheral pulmonary stenosis, type II-A) (fig 3). The patient is survive after one year follow up and didn’t need any intervention for her cardiac problem right now.

Discussion

ATS does not present with a unique set of clinical features and it seems its manifestation is depend on the mutation type but according our literature review the most common presentation in all children is tortuous artery [2, 5, 7].
We haven’t gen analysis in our case but the characteristic angiographic feature in addition to some connective tissue disorder like hernia, the ATS diagnosis seems reasonable. Previously this disease attributed to the 20q13.1 gene but recently the role of other gen are also proven [8, 9]. Some literatures emphasis on an elongated typical face micrognathia, high palate that these was notable in our case [10-12]. Wessels et al.’s believe that approximately 41 percent of patient were dies in first 5 years of life but there is one case that presented in 51 years of old [5, 9] and it seems that it usually missed diagnosed within other connective tissue disorders. Callewaert et al.’s reported 16 cases of ATS in the 12 families that two case were presented with stroke (18 and 23 month years old) and in one case unrelated death occurred [13].

The treatment of disease is dependant to its problem. For example herniorrhaphy, repair of peripheral pulmonary stenosis or reduction of joint dislocation. In this presented case our manage was like this comment. Asymptomatic arterial tortuosity don’t need to any intervention unless in the cases of stenosis or aneurism that need to specific intervention. We follow the patients and if the pulmonary stenoses become worsen, appropriate intervention will be done.

In conclusion ATS do not present with a unique set of clinical features and its manifestations depend on the mutation type. The most common presentation is tortuous artery and more report of this rare case can help to better diagnosis of ATS.
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